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SEXUALITY EDUCATION BEGINS AT HOME
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Studies show that conversations
with parents about sex helps youths
delay sexual activity and prepare
them to make healthy decisions
about relationships in future.
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• The human brain only completes its development between
the ages of 25 and 30. Our youths may not be able
to make mature decisions yet.
• Young people need repeated, clear and consistent
guidance from parents or trusted adults to
learn how to make rational decisions.
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Sex-ed should focus
on contraception to
protect against unwanted
pregnancies and sexually
transmitted diseases.

Teaching youths about condoms
may actually increase risky sexual
behaviours due to a phenomena
called risk compensation : people
tend to lower their guard when they
believe that their risk has been
reduced by technology.
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Teaching youths about
consent should be
suﬃcient to help them
set safe boundaries.

Teaching consent alone in
insuﬃcient. A behaviour does not
become beneﬁcial simply because
all the parties involved consent
to it. Real-life situations are often
complex, and sometimes people
agree to something even when
they want to say 'No'.
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Teaching youths
abstinence is old-fashioned
and unrealistic.

Sexual abstinence is
research-informed. Teaching youths
to abstain from sexual activity (until
marriage) is the safest and most
eﬀective way to protect themselves
from the negative consequences of
adolescent sexual activity.
Well-designed abstinence
education programmes have been
found to result in delayed sexual
initiation, reduced early sexual activity,
and signiﬁcant long-term decrease
in teenage sexual activity.
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• Don’t think of the ‘sex talk’ as one giant conversation,
instead think small but frequent bites.
• Use articles like these to help you get the ball rolling:
• Why are girls’ and boy’s bodies diﬀerent?
• When can I have a boyfriend/girlfriend?
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